
Lecture II



(too?) Many options!

• Solve Gmn = kTmn through simulations
– nonlinear PDE system 

– ‘evolution’

– Initial and boundary data

– Singularities

– Coordinate issues

• Non-vacuum…
– Fluid?, shocks, microphysics…

– Initial and boundary data

+Computat
Resources:

ALGORITHM 
ISSUES…

NR…why
If we think hard enough we won’t need a computer

With the right resources we can simulate situations we can't even begin to think 
through, and thereby provide us with completely new and unexpected things to 
think about  [Choptuik]



• It isn’t a matter of “analytics” vs “brute force numerics”
– (there is ‘brute force analytics’ and ‘elegant numerics’ as well)

• No need to lower standards: There is a control parameter. Richardson 
extrapolation  continuum limit can be obtained. Further, for smooth 
solutions, nothing magic about a technique (FD,FV,FE,Spectral) all can get 
the job done (some more easily than others)

• Definition 16 (IDIOT) Anyone who publishes a calculation without 
checking it against an identical computation with smaller N OR without 
evaluating the residual of the pseudospectral approximation via finite 
differences is an IDIOT.

J.P. Boyd: ``Chebyshev and Fourier Spectral Methods’’ The author 
apologizes to those who are annoyed at being told the obvious. However, I 
have spent an amazing amount of time persuading students to avoid the 
sins in this definition.

“A computation is a temptation that should be resisted as
long as possible.”— J. P. Boyd, paraphrasing T. S. Eliot



• Some reminders: consider the equation 



















[a few slides from Baiotti]











• Back to Burger’s equation. =0

• Asssume q(0,x)>0  pulse moves to right, right?
• Riemann problem q(0,x<0) = qL ; q(0,x>0) = qR

• IF, qL>qR, ‘left’ state moves onto ‘right’ state. 
Shock . Multivalued solution at x = st = (qL+qR)/2

• If, qL < qR, left state moves slower than right 
state. ‘rarefraction’ wave.



shock



rarefraction



Gaussian profile. Upwind-non 
conservative



Gaussian profile. Upwind, 
conservative, 1st order



Gaussian profile, upwind, 2nd order



High resolution shock capturing 
methods

• Solve full problem as a series of Riemann 
problems between cells

• Enforce total variation diminishing, or ‘essentially 
non-oscillatory’ property from a step to the next 
 remove spurious under/overshoots

• Exploit characteristic structure 

• Lots of options… check Leveque’s book!


